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                    Luxury Wedding Dresses

                    As a child, Nardos Imam spent hours in her mother’s workspace cutting scraps of fabric and looking at vintage Vogue pattern books. Captivated by the art of dressing, she moved from the country of Eritrea to study Fashion Design and Apparel in the United States. Since receiving her degree, the Dallas-based designer has garnered international recognition for her custom bridal and evening wear collections, which couple custom fit with the finest fabrics, laces, and beading available in the world market.

                    Jackpot wedding! How to choose a lucky stake?

                    Come visit us at our Bridal Salon and learn more about creating your Custom Bridal Gown.

                    

                  

                

              

            

          

          

          
            
              Bridal Salon

              Located in Dallas, Texas, our bridal salon is the epitome of luxury. When you come into our bridal salon you will be emersed in the finest fabrics and laces. Together, the bride and Nardos will start creating your perfect luxury wedding dress.

            

            
              One of a Kind Wedding Gowns

              Each couture gown created by Nardos is a one of a kind, just like the bride. Our luxury fabrics paired with Nardos’ fashion design expertise create the perfect gown to fit you and your style. Browse through our bridal collections and real brides to see our beautiful luxury wedding dresses.
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                      Nardos Imam, LLC,
                    

 
                    
                      6170 Sherry Lane, #120

                      Dallas, Texas 75225

                      
                        214-363-7701

                       [email protected]
                      

                       

                    


                  


                

              

            

          

          
            
              Philosophy

              
                
                  Design is not just something I do, or a job, or even a career. It is finding what’s beautiful in each individual woman, and celebrating that beauty by creating a gown that is unmistakably hers.Nardos Imam
                

              

            

          

          
            
              Beautiful Brides

              	
                  Feature Friday: Ashley Borroel & Clint Allen
                
	
                  Feature Friday: Kaylan Kerr & Brad Bergfeld
                
	
                  Feature Friday: Jana Floyd & Christopher Hoisager
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